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Lee Moor newsletter October 2006 

Fly away Peter… Fly away Paul 

Lee Moor said goodbye to the swallows sometime ago but now the cygnets are beginning to learn to 
fly and head for the sea; this they bravely do in isolation from their parents. Most then fly up the 
coast to Berwick upon Tweed, I'm told. So as this article is composed there are three left to fly. 

Global warming 

Local impacts for global issues. Climate change is now a reality politically, economically and socially. 
The businesses at Lee Moor and beyond will have to take account of the changes and as such it is a 
classic threat and opportunity matrix. Toasty Heating Ltd and Econergy are well placed to help create 
a number of heating solutions for customers of all sizes. Toasty Heating is welcoming two new 
director employees Roy Iliffe and Keith Hudson, this brings a wealth of practical and project 
management abilities into the team now based at Lee Moor. The willow will be harvested within a few 
months and thus a first full cycle will have taken place. 

Time to party 

Lindsay, the lady of the house, reached a certain age and it was decided that it was about time the 
grain shed reverberated to a ceildh. 140 guests made their way to Lee Moor and a family-orientated 
'Cowboy and Native Indian party' took place. It was a cracking night, with food from Fresh Element 
and a hog roast, and drink including plenty of real ale and plenty of homemade sloe gin, bramble 
whiskey and raspberry vodka. A few big cigars gave a high level of authenticity. 

Images (left to right): Peace amongst the sheriff and local tribe; Lindsay (left) and Elizabeth May; Sleep 
descends on the nameless cowboy! 
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Hadrian Game Larder Ltd 

The new game business is now adapting its premises in Throckley and we look forward to having the 
game pies and other products available at the Lee Moor Café. Seasonal wild produce can be very tasty 
and healthy - an excellent combination!! 

Ian E Brown 
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